
"We Will Be Shelter": Poems for Survival by
Nickole Brown
A Poetic Exploration of Trauma, Resilience, and the Power of
Community

In the labyrinthine world of contemporary poetry, where voices both familiar
and unheard clamor for attention, there are certain collections that
transcend the realm of mere words on a page. They become vital lifelines,
offering solace, strength, and a profound sense of connection. "We Will Be
Shelter: Poems for Survival," by the acclaimed poet Nickole Brown, is such
a collection.
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"We Will Be Shelter" is a testament to the resilience and transformative
power of language. Through a series of unflinchingly honest and profoundly
moving poems, Brown confronts the complex tapestry of trauma, loss, and
the enduring bonds of community. Her words are a symphony of survival, a
chorus of voices that rise from the depths of adversity to proclaim the
indomitable spirit of the human soul.
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Confronting Shadows: Trauma and Healing

At the core of "We Will Be Shelter" lies a fearless exploration of trauma.
Brown's poems delve into the intimate shadows of violence, loss, and
heartbreak, illuminating the profound toll they take on the body and the
spirit. In "In the Wake of the Whip," she captures the lingering scars of
history: "I wear my ancestors like scars / on the back of my tongue."

Yet, within this harrowing darkness, there is a flicker of resilience, a refusal
to be consumed by the weight of pain. Brown's poems chart the arduous
journey of healing, the slow and often painful process of reclaiming oneself
in the aftermath of trauma. In "Hymn for the Formerly Broken," she writes:
"We are cracking open / like eggshells / learning to hold ourselves."

The Sanctuary of Language and the Power of Community

Throughout "We Will Be Shelter," Brown underscores the transformative
power of language. Poetry becomes a sanctuary, a space where wounds
can be acknowledged, mourned, and ultimately transcended. In "Ars
Poetica," she declares: "A poem can be a home / a safe house / where
words become asylum."

Moreover, the collection celebrates the strength and resilience of
community. Brown's poems are inhabited by a chorus of voices, both past
and present, that offer solace and support. From the ancestors she invokes
to the contemporary figures she admires, Brown creates a tapestry of
interconnectedness that weaves together generations and experiences.

In "The Gathering," she proclaims: "We are the granddaughters of women /
who gathered in kitchens / to share stories of survival." These words



resonate with a profound sense of belonging and solidarity, reminding us
that even in the face of adversity, we are not alone.

Identity, Black Womanhood, and Social Justice

"We Will Be Shelter" also delves into the intersections of identity, Black
womanhood, and social justice. Brown's poems confront the systemic
inequalities that disproportionately impact marginalized communities,
exploring themes of race, gender, and inequality.

In "Say Her Name: Breonna Taylor," she laments the tragic loss of a young
woman whose life was cut short by police brutality: "They will never say her
name / as if to speak it aloud / would resurrect her bleeding body." Through
her poetry, Brown amplifies the voices of the unheard, demanding justice
and accountability for those who have been wronged.

Legacy of Resilience and the Enduring Spirit

Ultimately, "We Will Be Shelter" is a testament to the enduring spirit of
survival. It is a collection that celebrates the resilience of the human soul,
its ability to withstand adversity and emerge stronger on the other side.

In the poem "The Body as Archive," Brown writes: "We are the sum / of
every wound survived." These words encapsulate the essence of "We Will
Be Shelter," a collection that bears witness to the wounds of the past but
ultimately points towards a future of healing and liberation.

"We Will Be Shelter: Poems for Survival" by Nickole Brown is a literary
masterpiece that deserves a place on the shelves of every poetry lover and
anyone seeking solace and inspiration. Through her unflinchingly honest



and deeply moving poems, Brown illuminates the complexities of trauma,
resilience, and the transformative power of community.

Her words serve as a beacon of hope, reminding us that even in the
darkest of times, there is always a possibility for healing and growth. "We
Will Be Shelter" is a collection for survivors, for those who have been
broken and are seeking to mend, and for those who believe in the enduring
power of the human spirit.
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